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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion. 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM:  6.E 
 

DATE: January 19, 2012 
 

*************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT: Degree Audit 
 

Last spring, AAC and SAC had a joint discussion about common concerns regarding 
the need to explore more robust options within a degree audit than currently available within 
Colleague (see http://www.sdbor.edu/services/studentaffairs/documents/01-SAC-AAC-
DegreeAuditProcesses_March2011.pdf ).  It was noted that over time, this has evolved into a 
tool used to ensure the appropriate alignment between student progression and degree 
requirements for graduation.  From this perspective, the degree audit product in use is serving 
primarily, if not solely, as an electronic check sheet.   
 

Staff on the separate campuses often times are having discussions about other degree 
audit solutions that have appeared in the market place these past few years that support a 
broader range of student and institutional activities.   However, these discussions typically 
end up focusing on the interests of a specific user group without the necessary dialogue that is 
needed to focus on solving potential problems that might exist across all features of the degree 
audit tool kit.  It was agreed that this was a topic of interest and that SAC and AAC would 
need to play a more active role in shaping discussions. 
 

Board staff did facilitate a set of set of discussions and the issues raised were included 
in an agenda item for SAC (attached).  As noted in this item, foundation funds were not 
awarded for this purpose.  However, there is interest in supporting this with part of the one-
time funds for the system proposed in the Governor’s budget, assuming this stands as the 
FY13 budget is set.  In this light it makes sense to more aggressively push this project so 
alternatives are clear if funds become available. 
 

Members of the Council should be prepared to discuss any issues/concerns with 
degree audit functionality that are being voiced on their campus. 
 

http://www.sdbor.edu/services/studentaffairs/documents/01-SAC-AAC-DegreeAuditProcesses_March2011.pdf
http://www.sdbor.edu/services/studentaffairs/documents/01-SAC-AAC-DegreeAuditProcesses_March2011.pdf
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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion and recommendation. 

STUDENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM: III – A 
 

DATE: August 3, 2011 
 

****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT:  Degree Audit 
 
 During the joint AAC and SAC meeting at SDSU in March, the two councils discussed a 
number of issues being raised with the current functionality of the Degree Audit system.  The 
councils agreed that further review was warranted, and the initial review conducted by a faculty 
and staff committee at SDSU was used to start a dialogue with the system Degree Audit 
committee about systemic issues that could be addressed moving forward.  Attachment I 
provides background, discussion, and action items surrounding a set of 18 issues raised by 
personnel at SDSU.  The Degree Audit committee held a conference call during the week of July 
18th to discuss potential solutions and develop an agenda for moving forward on creating 
remedies to a number of these issues.  At the end of the call, campus personnel from the 
respective institutions were asked to identify additional issues affecting advising and tracking for 
students on their campus.   
 

The day after the call, the system office received word that the College Completion 
Challenge Grant application (which had diverted roughly $200,000 toward further development 
of the degree audit) for the state had not been selected.  This has an immediate impact on 
improving the system in the short term; however, Dave Hansen indicated a need to explore 
institutional needs in this area to determine whether system technology funds could be used to 
cover the initial investment costs that might be incurred.  SAC representatives are asked to 
review the list outlined in Attachment I and indicate if additional issues/concerns exist for their 
institution to ensure that a comprehensive inventory has been generated, and be prepared to 
discuss which constituent group concerns may not be fully integrated into the current review.    
 

http://www.sdbor.edu/services/studentaffairs/documents/01-SAC-AAC-DegreeAuditProcesses_March2011.pdf
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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion and recommendation. 

 
Degree Audit Items for Call 

July 19, 2011 
 

1. Best fit mechanism: Example:  Student takes courses, different terms, in the following 
order C,A&B.   All courses meet Requirement #1; but only 2 courses are needed.  Therefore 
C & A fulfill Requirement #1.  Requirement #5 allows course C (not A & B).  However, the 
requirement is unmet b/c Requirement #1 is using course C.   
 
Software to make decisions about where the best fit would be for a student.  Most of the 
time these are case by case.  Occurs in both areas program/GE and deans have to report to 
the registrar’s office so that a manual operation has to occur. Deans are noting that the audit 
is wrong to students and that they should just disregard what the output is showing.  Occurs 
mainly when students do not take a collection of courses in an expected order, and a second 
requirement is used to meet an initial requirement.  In.List.Orders uses a hierarchy so some 
manipulation can be done based on the ordering that is established in Datatel, but as 
program requirements are different this hierarchy is functionally different for various 
programs. Degree Works does have a best-fit algorithm that is employed to populate these 
particular instances. 
 

2. Split credit (optional by requirements):  EX:  SPAN-101+102=8 credits towards 6 credit 
SGR#4 req.  The other 2 credits can be used in IGR#3, but do not automatically populate 
there.   
 
Currently these credits are being applied and not getting counted.  SDSU allows for students 
to use elsewhere in required, but some institutions just put them within the electives to count 
toward the total 128 credits.  NSU and BHSU do it this way. 

 
3. Elective Calculator:  The ability to evaluate individual program & student academic 

history & determine:  CORE + COLLEGE (if applicable) + MAJOR + SPECIALIZATION 
(if applicable) = TOTAL – 128 = ELECTIVE credits needed.  

 
Desire to have a box that calculates the different areas that credits are required.  Creation of 
a fall-out category if a course is not being used then can it be used in a different area.  
Understand the difference that remains once major and core are completed.  What will you 
still have left to take.   

 
4. Ability to write “If this”, then “do that”:  but, if you “do this2” then “do that2”:  If 

MATH-123 TAKEN, TAKE MAT-125; however, if MATH-121 TAKEN, TAKE MATH-
124 & MATH-126. 
 

Attachment I 
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This occurs in the major requirements all of the time.  May not be common but reinforces 
that the audit is not accurate. Outside solutions worked.  Groups could be used but SDSU 
notes that when using groups it needs one to develop another sub-requirement which adds to 
the length of the degree audit for the students and faculty.  Will make the audit more 
accurate.  
  
Action Item - RIS submitted this item to Datatel’s Solution Center (SC) and their response 
was that there currently is not a way to specify ‘if’ scenarios in degree audit syntax. The best 
way to specify different possible branches of action would be to use groups (#). 
 

5. Ability to exclude courses across requirements that are not equated or marked as repeats:  
i.e. BIOL-151/L=SGR#6, BIOL-101/L=IGR#1.  If using BIOL-151 you cannot use BIOL-
101.    
 
Desire to evaluate both repeats and equated courses. Current approach requires the 
development of groups that are then cross matched against each other by bouncing against 
the audit.  “If this then don’t do that” strategy.  Exclude statements already exist, but only at 
the course level rather than within given general education core classifications. 
 
Action Item - RIS submitted this to SC and their response was that we can exclude courses 
in the syntax by using an "Except" clause (i.e. Except courses Math-200, Math-220;) or by 
specifying a rule for what courses are allowed (i.e. Take 9 credits from rule GOOD.ENG, 
NON.RPT, EQT.CRS;). The courses being processed will have to pass all rules to be used. 
 
In this example, you would specify in GOOD.ENG (built off of STUDENT.ACAD.CRED) 
the courses you want to allow (i.e. WITH STC.CRS.NAME EQ "ENG-101","ENG-102"). 
 
In NON.RPT (also built from STUDENT.ACAD.CRED) you would weed out repeated 
courses with the rule syntax: 
WITH STC.REPEATED.ACAD.CRED EQ "". 
 
To weed out the non-equated courses you would make a rule (in our example EQT.CRS) 
which would be built on COURSES file with the syntax WITH CRS.EQUATE.CODES NE 
"" 
 

6. Intuitive/Interactive:  Hover/click on what number credits/courses needed:  Rather than 
listing with print text all possible courses that meet a requirement, or leaving blank and 
students need to refer to catalog; hover/click on command statement and the courses that 
meet the requirement appears. 
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Simply the existing html output and then have links to course descriptions that may exist in 
the catalog.  More robust experience in the audit to expand to obtain the information that is 
already there.  Faculty Request. 
 

7. Drag & drop courses from audit into Education Planner. 
 
Other programs require you to roll your sections in order to do planning.  Doesn’t offer the 
experience of being able to do a 4-5 year planner like the Stu Ed Planning module does.  
Built on courses rather than sections, drag and drop and then goes back into the audit itself.  
Can it then be used to develop reports that aid in the development of the catalog for a given 
semester.  Feeding information back to department heads to assist with scheduling.  Would 
need to go through the exercise of assigning a rotation to the course schedule at the campus 
level. 
 

8. Ability to record & process substitutions directly on HTML screen. 
 
Substitutions or exceptions directly for students.  If department wants to make an exceptions 
they submit that and then it is loaded once approved.  Could we do with the new document 
imaging portal or could it be added to WA.  Currently done on EXOV. 
 

9. Location for advising note on audit that transfers from program to program. 
 
Notes are currently tied to a student in a program, not just to the student.  STNC set up 
screen may be attached to a student’s specific registration.  Goal to house the substitutions 
all in the same place where they are reviewed. STAL is used a lot for other things at SDSU 
so inserting there would result in additional notifications that are not relevant to just the 
degree audit. Desire a separate area to go for notes and have the ability to insert their own 
notes. 
 
Action Item - RIS submitted this item to SC and their response is that many clients use the 
Comments and Printed Comments fields on SACP to store/display notes regarding student 
academic programs and degree audits. 
 

10. Credit counter:  In syntax like “Take 33 credits of 300/400 level courses”, rather than 
listing all 11 courses out, it counts the credits “10 of 33 met”.  You can click on the 10 
credits and it lists what courses are applied towards that requirement. 
 
Either a percentage or credit totals listed based on total, major and other pieces they might 
have.  Also a desire to have a major GPA for those that do have this particular requirement.  
Number of credit hours at the institution to meet the residency requirements set by the BOR. 
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11. Option to have requirements collapses once met (perhaps a +/- sign on the audit to 
expand/collapse requirement) 
 
Action Item - Our Datatel custom programmer would be able to make this change for SD. 
 

12. Electronic means to compute 50% of major credits in residence (without having to relist 
all courses.  (rather than print text as a workaround) 
 
Could the column that is created be used in the top paragraph.  Computed into a yes/no 
classification.  APRS established the number of credits needed and then it runs behind the 
audit.  There are fields 1 and 2 where you include the GPA, max Credits, and institutional, 
but can 50% of major and residency credits be added in there as well. Can these only be 
displayed if the answer is no. How does the group see this being used?  It can probably be 
accomplished with a Computed Column; a subroutine may/may not be necessary. 
 
 

13. Electronic means for determining whether 16 of the last 32 credits were completed in 
residence (Bachelors); 8 of the last 16 (Associates)  (rather than print text as a workaround) 
Discussion: 
Do you envision using this as a Computed Column to display in a header, or would you 
want a CC with a ‘Y/N’ value which could be checked in a rule on a requirement that would 
produce a ‘Completed’ status for that part of the requirement?  Since students accumulate 
credits by term, we would probably have to sort all their Student Acad Cred records by 
descending ‘end date’ and if/when the limit of 32 or 16 is reached, include all other records 
with the same end date in the calculation.  If this is addressed, universities will need to be 
able to articulate/identify what ‘in residence’ means (at home university, courses in 
collaborative agreement, etc.) 

 
14. Ability to email HTML document (at least as a PDF file). 

Discussion: 
RIS submitted this item to SC and their response is that there is currently an enhancement 
request written up requesting this feature. Please do an ‘AddMe’ on document #184.443. 
 

15. SD needs an alternative Degree Audit report for athletic eligibility (NCAA, NCIA). 
   
Desire to audit against non-courses.  Need to write rules that are in line with the federal 
requirements.  Some of this written in a way that is seen only by those personnel in these 
respective offices. 
 

16. SD needs an alternative Degree Audit report for Financial Aid 
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17. Unique report capabilities 
 
Get in and take a look at credits, credits toward a degree.  Right now this has to be on a 
student-by-student levels, rather than a general report that could be run to identify at-risk 
students. 

 
18. Capacity to store the degree audit reports.  Some institutions have been doing this in the 

past and these are stored with a date stamp.  Must select an option when the report is run.  
Discussion: 
 
USD has been doing this.  Here’s Help for the field on the DA Defaults screen.  It appears 
that there’s some integration between Smart Registration and Degree Audit. 
Enter Yes in this field if your institution wants to store program evaluation data to disk.  
Note:  Program evaluation data is only stored when using an include code of "A" - All 
(includes pre-reg'd). 
 
You *must* set this field to Yes if your institution will be using the Smart Registration 
workflow (Search and Register using Program Evaluation). 
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